For the purpose of study it was needed to Implement upgraded capabilities in DIVIMP for impurity screening diagnostics and impurity flux measurements II. Impurity flow pattern generation 1. when ion crosses a cell boundary in SOL the code records the number of face-crossing event in parallel (parafxing array) and perpendicular (perpfxing array) directions 2. those face crossing arrays are converted into arrow vectors 3. the sepxing diagnostic is placed on the separatrix : to measure the number of ions crossing the separatrix into the core Together with the source location we then identify the origination point of the core penetrating ions II.2 Backgrond SOL plasma: Temperature and density are prescribed by 1D Onion skin method solver Ohmic L-mode plasmas from run #990429 are modeled: n e = 1.1, 1.4, 2.1 x 10 20 m -3 for low, moderate and high (detached) density plasmas Temperature is calculated from the parallel heat conduction on each flux tube (OSM) Q is adjusted to match Te with the measured value at the midplane (~ 3-4 % error) -validation check : integration of Q in SOL is matched with experiment Boundary conditions are given at the targets by probe measurements Using the pressure conservation density can be found (nT = constant) -except for the detached model III Non-recycling model of impurity screening :
Asymmetry of screening in the inboard and outboard • Impurity screenings are better in the inboard region than in the outboard region (by a factor of ~ 2.5)
• Impurity screenings are enhanced for cells which have the large flux expansion (e.g. cell 42)
III Asymmetry of screening in the inboard vs. outboard: Attributed to asymmetry in the flow and injection energy
• Effect of SOL flow : as flow is increased by a factor of ~ 3 (inboard region) the penetration factor is accordingly reduced (by a factor of >3 ) • Effect of neutral injection energy : screening of 0.1 eV neutral (injected at outboard) is worse than screening of 0.03 eV neutral (injected at inboard) -> PF of outboard is larger than PF of inboard by a factor of ~ 5 
